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Rapid advance of biotechnology and data assimilation Whole gene transcription simulation of human lung cancer systems      
Cutting-edge biotechnology has resulted in ever-increasing amounts of information
        
The invention of DNA microarray chip has enabled us to measure transcript levels of more
disseminating within our society. The advent of high speed DNA sequencers is now bringing
into reality a new era of personal genome and personalized medicine Within the next several
than 20,000 genes in human genome, simultaneously. Our collaborators (Professor Miyano and
his research team at Institute of Medical Science the University of Tokyo) successfully.
years, this technological breakthrough could cause significant changes in entire research fields
,
monitored temporal change of all genes in two phenotypes of human lung cancers under the
of life science, involving every -omics studies, in terms of both quantity and quality. To
uncover a complex world of cellular systems from such a vast amount of information We aims
treatment with an anticancer agent; one demonstrating exquisite sensitivity to the drug
treatment and the other being resistant (Fig1 and Fig2) Recently several studies have,
to create a new research infrastructure of life science data assimilation systems involving
. ,
advocated relatively rapid acquisition of resistance within a few years after initiation of the
experimental bioscience, bio-modeling, simulation, and state-of-art statistical science. anticancer drug treatment. The experimental data obtained now will certainly be vital to
uncovering molecular basis of maintaining the viability of drug resistant cancer population.
For the first time in the world, we succeeded in the development of whole gene transcriptionz Human NSCLC-derived cell lines: simulators that are highly reproducible to the observed gene expressions of the drug sensitive
and resistant cancer cells (Fig4) The developed simulation models will be utilized in the
   
• PC9 (Sensitive to treatments with gefitinib) Miyano and Gotoh lab @HGC .
discovery of key molecules that are promising for pharmacological treatment to improve drug
i d i i l i i i i i h i bili h i d d i
• PC9GR (Resistance)
  
eff cacy, an a pr nc p e of act on n ma nta n ng t e v a ty of t e acqu re rug res stance.z Gene expression arrays:
Agilent whole human genome (4×44K) oligo microarray (G4112F)
z Time points: 26 time points (24 hours)
z Treatments: None, EGF, GFT (gefitinib), EGF+GFT
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Fig1 DNA microarray experiments and normalized gene expression profiles At the indicated. .
26 time points during 24 hr, transcriptional changes of parental PC9 and PC9GR (drug
resistance) cells were measured by using a 44K Agilent Whole Human Genome Oligo
Microarray Following starvation for 48 hr before starting the expression profiling each cell. ,
line was processed after being untreated (None), exposure to either EGF (EGF: 100 ng/ml
treated at 0 hr) or gefitinib (GFT: 0.5 uM treated for 2 hr prior to the start of expression
profiling) or coadministration of EGF and gefitinib (EGF+GFT) Fig2 Heatmap displays of the normalized time course data obtained from the conditioned, . .
microarray experiments. 17,654 genes appear in the same order across the eight images that
were arranged according to a cluster analysis of the data in which all of the eight expression
profiles were unifiedModeling transcription dynamics and statistical inferences
z Cell lines:     MCF-7 (human breast cancer cell line)
.The biological circuit is modeled as a set of differential equations that defines rates of change
in concentrations of p biological entities x(t)=(x1(t) x (t)) over continuous times Each z Treatments:  EGF and HRG
z Microarray: GeneChip Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array
, , ..., p , .
variable (i th variable) is regulated by the parent variables Pa(i) with a rate equation having a       
Nakakuki et al., 2010set of kinetic parameters. Conduction of in vivo or in vitro time course experiments enables us
to measure changes in concentrations of target molecules y = (yi ) during discrete time pointsn n .
To proceed with the statistical learning, we here relate the differential equations to the
i l d i h d l i i i l i l h
G
Fexper menta ata us ng t e state space mo e . Bayes an nvers on ana ys s exp ores t eunknown parameters in the model, involving initial state x(0) and reaction kinetics θ, through
EGthe posterior distributions P(x(0), θ|Y, Pa) and P(Pa|Y) under which a circuit structure Pa, set
f f h i bl i ifi d k d i i k l d io reactants or eac var a e, s spec e or un nown, an a pr or now e ge on react on
kinetics is expressed in a prior distribution.
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environments, experimental platforms, or organisms
. .               
Once starting simulation the system reaches steady state very quickly
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Fig4 The newly-derived whole gene transcription simulators could reproduce the observed expression dynamics of 17 654 genes in the drug sensitive and resistant NSCLC cells (PC9 and. ,
PC9GR) treated with gefitinib (right). Based upon further simulation experiments, such as RNA knockdown in silico (left), we can identify or predict key molecules that are promising for
pharmacological treatment to improve drug efficacy, and a principle of action in maintaining the viability of the acquired drug resistance.
